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INTRODUCTION

Remember the good old days, when post-apocalyptic 
adventures were full of super-science, robots that 
were there to be mastered, and the finale of every 

underground adventure was setting the fusion power plant 
to overload? Those days are back. Mutant Crawl Classics 
adventures take place in an ambiguous time period after 
a great disaster has ravaged the world, and it’s up to your 
neolithic mutant tribesmen to go out into the hot house 
jungles and radioactive deserts of Terra A.D. (After Disas-
ter) and collect the artifacts of the Ancient Ones in order to 
attain great personal power and savage glory. 

This Mutant Crawl Classics RPG adventure is for 6-8 3rd-
level PCs. This adventure can be run for lower or higher 
level parties by scaling the number of adversaries down or 
up in encounters. Unwary players should be cautioned that 
parts of this adventure absolutely require strategic think-
ing, or a TPK is all but assured in several places.

In The Warlords of ATOZ, the player characters’ tribal vil-
lages have begun to be overrun by refugees from a war of 
aggression taking place some distance from their territo-
ries. The tribal elders will assign one of their best seeker 
teams to go investigate and assess the situation, bring back 
valuable intel, and to hamper the oncoming horde if pos-
sible and prudent.

BACKGROUND
There have been rumors passed along by drum-beat com-
munications of a major tribal war brewing in the northern 
lands for some time. Solid evidence for this is beginning 
to appear right on the tribe’s bamboo doorsteps. Displaced 
and homeless refugees from many days north of their vil-
lages have begun to appear, seeking succor and solace. The 
refugees include mutants and manimals — but few pure 
strain humans — all telling the same tale of woe-filled 
warfare. Where they once lived for generations in peaceful 
trade and coexistence, a new tribe of fierce warriors have 
been conquering their lands and enslaving their kinsmen.

These new conquerors call themselves the Warlords of 
ATOZ. They claim divine guidance from the Great God 
ATOZ, said to be not only a god but also the last of the An-
cient Ones to still walk the world. Adding credence to their 
claims is their description of the Warlords: that they wear 
red fur cloaks and helmets fashioned in the likeness of the 
face of their god, that they are huge striped lizard-mutants, 
and that all are armed with a terrible artifact called a boom 
stick. They have only to point a boom stick in your direc-
tion and your body explodes in a shower of shredded flesh. 

The Warlords of ATOZ are said to be uniformly comprised 
of pure strain humans, and that they capture and enslave 
other pure strain humans, preferring to kill all mutants, 
and burn down any sentient plants. 

PLAYER INTRODUCTION

You have been gathered by the tribal elders of the Clan of Cog and 
briefed on the strange circumstances causing the recent influx of 
tribal refugees. After conferring with his mutant, manimal, and 
plantient sub-chiefs, the current chieftain Mangarr the Mighty 
points his feathered stone axe in your group’s direction and says, 
“With the Alpha and Beta seeker teams already out on missions, 
clearly your Gamma Team must investigate these tales and as-
sess the threat the Warlords of ATOZ pose to our tribe. You must 
travel northward, investigate, and if possible, impede the prog-
ress of these aggressive warlords.

NORTHWARD THROUGH THE 
HOTHOUSE JUNGLES

You begin your trek northward, padding silently on leather-
bound feet through the dense mile-high trees and worn mossy 
rocks of your homelands. The normal babble of feathered lizard-
birds and frog-monkeys seems subdued, as though the millennial 
wood trees with trunks larger than your own bamboo huts knew 
more than they were willing to say. Even the typically plentiful 
banana slugs seem to have vanished into hiding. You have passed 
the blackened remains of several burnt-out villages — empty of 
all possessions and life. After two day’s walk, the muted forest 
cadence gives way to the sounds of many footfalls up ahead on the 
muddy game trail.

Refugees – A ragged group of over 20 beaten and blood-
ied refugees appear on the trail, heading southward. They 
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are weaponless except for improvised walking sticks, and 
appear to be a mixed group of shell-shocked mutants and 
manimals. They cower at first in fear, then seemed relieved 
when they recognize the PCs as a seeker team from the 
Clan of Cog, the Archaic Alignment to which their tribes 
also belong.

If treated well, the war-torn survivors will tell tall tales of 
their downfall and dispossession. Some of which will even 
be fairly accurate and true.

THE BLOOD GRASS 
SAVANNAS

After three days of forced march, you are finally reaching the 
edge of your jungle domain and all that you have ever known. 
The tops of the gigantic bluewoods and mile-high jungle canopy 
have grown lower and lower until the jungle’s edge finally breaks 
into endlessly rolling hills of blood-red grass about 8 hands high. 
Despite the chest-high cover of the savanna before you, you still 
feel exposed as you gaze upwards to the unbroken view of the 
cloudless turquoise sky and the magnificent east-west curve of 
the banded Sky Arc above you. A winding path of flattened blood 
grass heading out northward suggests that a large group of crea-
tures passed this way recently. 

As the PCs follow the bent-grass trail, they will discover that 
it breaks apart and branches off in places, though always 
heading generally north. While trekking northward, the PCs 
will encounter the following creatures and sentients.

SAVANNA ENCOUNTER ONE

Devils (Hoppers): A huge herd of hoppers (gigantic 
grasshoppers over 15’ long) are encountered. The hoppers 
will, in general, avoid any PCs and move away at great 
speed. If the PCs appear aggressive or threatening, several 
bull hoppers will wheel around and attack the intruders 
with head butt and kick attacks.

Just ahead you notice that the flattened grass trail becomes 
much wider, and you begin to hear devil noises from over the 
next rise. Devils are quite rare in your jungle home, and the 
only one you are familiar with are the great red-furred woolers 
that hunt game like gigantic lone moths from high up in the sky. 
The sound you begin hearing does not sound exactly like wool-
ers, and definitely does not come from a single creature. You 
just hear a growing chorus of klick-klack sounds along with a 
tumult of munching noises. 

It is possible to subdue a bull hopper, but the intention to 
inflict subdual damage must be announced in advance. If 
a bull hopper is reduced to zero hit points with subdual 
damage, it will become submissive to the attacking creature 
and can be used by that sentient as a mount provided that 
some means of improvised reins and bridle are constructed 
and employed. Subdual damage heals instantly once com-
bat has ended.

(Devil) Bull Hopper (3): Init +2; Atk bite +0 melee (1d6), kick 
+2 melee (1d10), head butt +2 melee (1d8); AC 14; HD 2d10; 
hp 8, 12, 14; MV 100’; Act 1d20; SV Fort +1, Ref +2, Will -1.

SurvivorS' TramaTic TaleS

d8 Result
1 “I am the Great God ATOZ, and if you do not believe me I place a curse upon 

you!”  
(The harmless tribesman spits at PC, then collapses into a manic frenzy.)

2 “The Great God ATOZ appeared to us as a striding giant being of pure light 
who crushed our huts under heel with but a step.”

3 “The Warlords called down a storm of meteors that wiped us out by the dozens.”
4 “A group of my kinsmen surrendered to the Warlords, but the mutants and 

manimals were killed by boom sticks and the plantients burned alive like fire 
wood. Only the pure strain humans were taken captive. I think that ATOZ 
eats them.”

5 “The Warlords were all many-legged mutants about 12’ tall with two heads. Their legs 
were striped.”

6 “I heard that my kinsmen were being taken to do a strange thing. Instead of gathering tangfruit in the 
forest as we do, they were to uproot and move the whole plants to bare earth and put them into rows as 
some kind of sacrifice to ATOZ.”

7 “The Warlords of ATOZ all wore their own god’s face and looked the same — metal-headed and terrible.”
8 “The Warlords of ATOZ had boom sticks. When they pointed a boom stick at you there were two booms. 

The stick made a boom and then there was a bigger boom when the creature it was aimed at blew up.”
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